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Abstract 
 

In our modern area, securing software is the basis for Web application and software 

development. Secure software and protecting data are a challenging problem for Web 

development due to the large-scale deployment of Internet, software security has become 

indispensable in enterprises, companies, banks, governments and even at homes. where 

existence software security weaknesses encouraged Hackers to steal data and extort the 

institutions to pay money. So, the information security and programming languages are 

very important in current time and the Information security can be provider tools and 

techniques to secure software. in these study aimed to work done in technology field 

specially information security, through introduce software development models and 

security software testing. the research is focused on provide solutions to weaknesses to 

protect people from hacker‟s exploitation, where secure information weaknesses are 

contain three security weakness, these study is focused for security solution for each stage 

of software life cycle, task involved the best practices during information gathering 

designing, coding, and testing with security. the main goal is produce a secure environment 

for the business market, and provides solution to some different protection mechanisms for 

SQL injection, cross site scripting, broken authentication. 

  

Keywords- secure software, hackers, web application, software development model, 

security software testing, SQL injection, Cross site scripting. 
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 الملخص

 

 اٌٌييي  تطتيمييبت تطييٌيص أسبسيييبت ميين اٌتيب ييبت لٌاعيير فيي  اٌمعٌٍمييبت ًأميين اٌحمبييي  أصييتح  ،اٌحييبٌ  عصييص ب فيي 

 عٍي  ىب شيص بسيت  ،اإل تص ي  شيتى  ٌتطيٌيص صيعت  شيىٍ م اٌتيب يبت ًحمبيي  اٌمعٌٍميبت أمن تعتتص حيث اٌتصمجيبت.ً

 اٌمؤسسيبتً ًاٌتنيٌن اٌشيصوبت في  عنييب غني  ال أصيت  ،اٌتصمجييبت مينأ فيئ  ٌيسٌه اإل تص  ، شتى  عٍ  ًاسع  طبق

 سيصل ً اختيصاق مين اٌمصاصين  شيجع  ،اٌتصمجييبت أمين في  اٌضيع   مبط ًجٌذ فئ  ٌسٌه اٌمنبضي. ف  ًحت  ي اٌحىٌم

 أ  مىينًي اٌحبٌ ، اٌٌل  ف  جرا ميم  اٌتصمج  ًٌغبت اٌمعٌٍمبت أمن فئ  يساٌ اٌمبي. ٌرفع اٌمؤسسبت بتطاضًا اٌتيب بت

 مجيبي في  اٌمنجيط اٌعميً إٌي  تيير  اٌرشاسي  ىيسه في ً اٌتصمجييبت. ٌتأمين همٌفص ًتمنيبت أذًات اٌمعٌٍمبت أمن ىٌ ت

 يصويط حييث ،اٌتصمجييبت أمين ًاختتيبش اٌتصمجييبت تطٌيصٌ  مبزج إذخبي خالي من اٌمعٌٍمبت، أمن ًخبص  اٌتىنٌٌٌجيب

 أمين في  ضيع اٌ  ميبط ًتحتيٌي اٌمصاصين ، ياسيتغال مين اٌمسيتدرمين حمبيي ً اٌضيع  ٌنميبط حٍيٌي ايجبذ عٍ  اٌتحث

 اٌتصمجييبت، حييبة ذًشة مصاحيً مين مصحٍي  ٌىيً األمن  حًاٌ عٍ  اٌرشاس  ىسه تصوط حيث ، مبط ثالث  عٍ  اٌمعٌٍمبت

 إ تيبج عٍي  اسبسي  بشيىً اٌرشاسي  ًتيير . ًاختتبشىيب ًتصميطىيب اٌمعٌٍميبت تصميم أثنبء االٌيبت أفضً عٍ  تنطٌيً

 .اٌنصي  اٌتصمج  مٌلع عتص ،SQL ٌحمن اٌمدتٍف  اٌحمبي  آٌيبت ٌتعض حٌٍال ًتٌفيص األعمبي، ٌسٌق آمن  بيئ 

 حمين األمن، بصامج اختتبش اٌتصمجيبت، تطٌيص  مٌزج اٌٌي ، تطتيك لصاصن ، آمن ، بصامج -اٌصئيسي  ٌىٍمبتا 

SQL، اٌنصي . اٌتصمج  مٌلع عتص 
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1.1. Introduction 

 

The recent advances in technology especially in Internet and communications were made 

data transmission, and accessing databases easy and possible from different zones in the 

world. Security of information on Internet is an urgent need and important today with the 

proliferation of the adoption of institutions in private sector and government on the Internet 

in the process of data exchange between employees and public.  In addition to process of 

storage and retrieval of data, the great progress in the use of the Internet within banking 

institutions, governments and investment companies has increased of security.  It has 

shown the urgent need of the presence of information security to protect important 

corporate data from tampering by the hacker, where money theft and bank statements 

 have become one of the most hacker's motivations for hacking information systems and 

stealing users' Extortion data owners. So, Securing, sensitive data can be achieved through 

encryption, encryption in general is provided by a method or a set of methods relies on 

calculations and logical operations to perform changes to the source text of sensitive data 

such as passwords or account data, encryption is qualitative one-way encryption, two-way 

encryption, one-way encryption such as Hash algorithm, two-way encryption such as 

algorithms AES, DES and CS3. Today, the importance of data and the need for data 

security, it has become important to develop cryptographic systems, such as  integration of 

cryptography into human vital systems, thus developing passwords by relying on the iris 

and human finger, with the importance of coding and the importance of data. The research 

need to develop security software is not hack able by the hacker, and this depends on data 

encryption.  In addition to security level testing and software testing, which depends 

heavily on software development models consisting of several stages of planning, design, 

programming. Researchers have developed a secure software, development model that 

provides the development stages of the software development model, but with regard to 

software security, all applications connected to Internet from mobile applications. Desktop 

applications and web applications, rely heavily “API”, is a link between the server, 

databases and applications, this gives great importance to the web in the software process 

and data security from hacking and theft, but web has many weaknesses in web 

applications that. If overlooked, give the hacker the possibility to penetrate applications 

and data. Programming languages provide many useful functions to protect data in 

databases and protect web applications from hacker. All these points, such as injections 

that give hacker the possibility of entering unwanted data and unauthorized person in the 
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databases, depending on the html injection can be shown to all users data,[2] "XSS" attack 

gives the hacker ability to attach an "html" tag and send the hyperlink to the users, which 

gives the possibility to display the content of the encoding to the users and is dangerous. 

This attack the possibility of placing unauthorized encoding, such as threat or blocked 

service[1], authentication break attack gives hacker the ability to detect data stored in the 

session or in cookies, allowing it to use authenticated data to access its own account. The 

research is focused the most important concepts of software development models that lead 

to the development of a high level of usability and quality software can be presented. In 

addition to presentation of the security software development model, which presents the 

stages of testing the safety level and the safety of software, hacker and how to protect it by 

developers and how vulnerabilities are checked by QA[23]. 

 
1.2. HTTP PROTOCOL 

 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol is used by browsers to display data of the type HTML of text, 

images, audio and video on a browser using the Internet in the process of communication, 

where that depends on the direct connection to the Internet to be able to transfer and 

display the content that is built with the "HTML" with the increased importance of the 

protocol "HTTP", where was developed security and protection by researchers in the field 

of security depends on the protocol "HTTPS". 

Architecture 

The following diagram shows a very basic architecture of a web application and depicts 

where HTTP sits look at    Fig. [4]: 

 

 Figure (1.1): HTTP protocol architecture 
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1. The HTTP protocol is a request/response protocol based on client/server based 

architecture where web browser, robots and search engines, etc. act like HTTP clients 

and Web server acts as server. 

2. Client - the HTTP client sends a request to the server in the form of a request method, 

URI, and protocol version, followed by a MIME-like message containing request 

modifiers, client information, and possible body content over a TCP/IP connection. 

3. Server - the HTTP server responds with a status line, including the message's protocol 

version and a success or error code, followed by a MIME-like message containing 

server information, entity Meta information, and possible entity-body content. 

1.3. Statement of the Problem 
 

During at working in the field of software development, can be notice that, developers 

were not aware of the importance of information security or software security. Over the 

past two years, the interest in implementing and disseminating applications has not been 

considered without security, with the widespread use of the Internet by all the different 

institutions such as banks, universities, investment companies, small businesses and small 

enterprises. Hacking operations by hackers to steal data or steal money and extort the 

owners of institutions to get money or other, became the attention to the field of 

information security of the important elements, at the present time, programming 

languages provide tools, and ways to protect the application. In addition, software 

development models have a dedicated security testing phase that gives software 

development organizations a period of time. In which the organization can test whether the 

application is secure, non-intrusive, insecure, and weaknesses, to break through one of the 

security weakness. These thesis presented the software development models, the security 

software testing model, and all the security weaknesses were introduced and defined, and 

the three security weakness were focused on and introduced the methods of protection and 

methods of exploitation by hackers. The web is the link between the server databases and 

different web Mobile is to protect the Web, and specifically here we mean "API" prevents 

access to data within the databases even if the mobile application or the Web in the client's 

side contains a security breach, but there is no  
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1.4. Objectives 

1.4.1. Main Objective: 

Using secure software development models in the development, and testing of software by 

organizations working in the field of software development, in addition to presenting 

injection in the following  

1- XSS 

2- broken authentication 

 weakness in web applications, as well as how to exploit these points and how Protection 

and security screening methods by professional security software testing. 

1.4.2. Specific objectives: 

1. To expanding our knowledge about Software Web Security. 

2. To specifying the weaknesses in the Web Security. 

3. To developing the web application for testing weaknesses. 

4. To performing tests by applying. 

5. To analyzing the attacker that needs to perform brute force attack. 

6. To evaluating new model and the results to see how efficient it is. 

 

1.5. Importance of the research 

 

With increasing demand for software by governmental, private or international institutions, 

and increasing adoption of web and mobile applications in Internet process of 

communication and data transfer between users, it is necessary at current time to rely on 

structured models in the stages of software development, to obtain the highest quality and 

highest use with adoption of institutions and users to store sensitive data and money, in 

accounts of applications uploaded to the Internet. It is important to build software with a 

high level of security. In addition to the programming languages provide many functions 

and methods of securing Web applications on the network, based on which a web 

application, can be built with a high level of security, by using secure software 

development models, software security checks, and Internet applications, security 

weakness reduce the risk of account and data steal within applications, enhancing user 

usability. 
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1.6. Scope of the limitations of the Research  

 

Protect web applications and data from attacks on ways, to develop programming methods 

and adopt, more secure method, to avoid the possibility of errors in the opening of security 

weakness, through which the attacker can tamper with data or destroy the system or a 

reliable personal fraud to detect sensitive data.  

1. To approach are test web security application 

2. To statement the protected programming and the not protected 

3. To statement effects programmable unprotected 

1.7. Methodology 
 

Research methodology comprises the following phases: 

Phase 1: Reviewing related literature 

First phase, review the literature related to our work and identify of the modifications that 

have done on Web Security. Focus on those improved. 

Phase 2: Analyzing related work 

Here can be analyze the related work and researches that improve the web security. 

Moreover, then evaluate the points of strength and limitations of them in terms of 

robustness against attacks and performance. 

Phase 3: Developing non protection the model 

Third phase, perform steps of improving the Web security application. In these stage can 

be building non protected model. 

Enter data into the database in different ways and examine SQL injection vulnerability. 

 Enter data into the database in different ways and examine the weaknesses XSS. 

 Enter data into the database in different ways and examine the weaknesses broken 

authentication. 
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Phase 4: Developing protection the model 

At these stage building protect form. 

Enter data into the database in different ways and examine SQL injection vulnerability 

Enter data into the database in different ways and examine the weaknesses XSS 

Enter data into the database in different ways and examine the weaknesses broken 

authentication.  

1.8. Thesis structure 
 

The reset of this study consist of: 

- Chapter one: Introduction  

- Chapter Two: The second chapter gives a complete background of research, 

preliminary concepts, and concepts that can be used by discussing a thesis as well 

as definitions and terms used in the study. 

- Chapter Three: Includes previous studies and references, and includes some 

techniques developed in the concept of web application security. 

- Chapter Four: Discusses software development models, the most prominent models 

used in the software development process, as well as the web security development 

Model. It also includes the most prevalent web weaknesses, chapter four discusses 

the shortcomings of the Web, and protect web weaknesses, includes the 

experimental results and description for Injection, Cross Site Script, and Broken 

Authentication. 

- Chapter Five: Includes both recommendations, conclusion and references. 

  

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter TWO 
 

Background  
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2.1. Preliminaries 

 

As previously mentioned Web software is the most requested and famous this day, more 

software systems vulnerable to penetration their dependence on multiple systems Such as 

databases and object-oriented programming languages and server hosting There are many 

programming languages and systems, databases used in web development. 

2.1.1. Table of Preliminaries 
 

Table (2.1) Table of Preliminaries 

 

NO TERM 

 

ABBREVIATION DEFINITION 

 

1)  _ Weaknesses  A security vacuum that can be exploited for sabotage 

2)  Web World Wide Web 

 

group of pages on the World Wide Web regarded as a single entity, 

3)  PHP Personal Home Page is a server-side scripting language designed primarily for web 

development but also used as a general-purpose programming 

language 

4)  SQL Structured Query 

Language 

is a domain-specific language used in programming and designed for 

managing data held in a relational database management system 

(RDBMS) 

5)  XSS Cross-site Scripting is a type of computer security vulnerability typically found in web 

applications  XSS enables attackers to inject client-side scripts into 

web pages viewed by other users 

6)  _ SQL Injection SQL injection is a code injection technique, used to attack data-driven 

applications, in which nefarious SQL statements are inserted into an 

entry field for execution (e.g. to dump the database contents to the 

attacker). 

7)  _ Broken Authentication is a type of computer security vulnerability typically found in web 

applications 

8)  _ Laravel is a free, open-source PHP web framework, created by Taylor Otwell 

and intended for the development of web applications following the 

model–view–controller (MVC) architectural pattern. 

9)  URL Uniform Resource 

Locator 

colloquially termed a web address, is a reference to a web resource 

that specifies its location on a computer network and a mechanism for 

retrieving it 

 

10)  DB Database database is an organized collection of data A relational database, 

more restrictively, is a collection of schemas, tables, queries, reports, 

views 

11)  ORM Object relational 

mapping 

in computer science is a programming technique for converting data 

between incompatible type systems using object-oriented 

programming languages 

 

12)  PDO PHP Data Objects System requirements 

Overview 
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NO TERM 

 

ABBREVIATION DEFINITION 

 

PDO is an acronym for PHP Data Objects. PDO is a lean, consistent 

way to access databases. This means developers can write portable 

code much easier. 

13)  OOP Object oriented 

Programming 

is a programming paradigm based on the concept of "objects", which 

may contain data, in the form of fields, often known as attributes; and 

code, in the form of procedures, often known as methods 

14)  CSRF cross site request forgery also known as one-click attack or session riding and abbreviated as 

CSRF (sometimes pronounced sea-surf) or XSRF, is a type of 

malicious exploit of a website where unauthorized commands are 

transmitted from a user that the web application trusts 

15)  SDLC Software Development 

Life Cycle 

In software engineering, a software development process is the 

process of dividing software development work into distinct phases to 

improve design, product management, and project management 

16)  SOAP Simple Object Access 

Protocol 

is a protocol specification for exchanging structured information in 

the implementation of web services in computer networks Its purpose 

is to induce extensibility, neutrality and independence. 

17)  XML Extensible Markup 

Language 

is a markup language that defines a set of rules for encoding 

documents in a format that is both human-readable and machine-

readable. 

18)  JSON JavaScript Object 

Notation 

s an open-standard file format that uses human-readable text to 

transmit data objects consisting of attribute–value pairs and array data 

types (or any other serializable value) 

19)  API Application 

Programming Interface 

is a set of subroutine definitions, protocols, and tools for building 

application software in general terms, it is a set of clearly defined 

methods of communication between various software components. 

 

20)  DOS Denial Of Service attack is a cyber-attack where the perpetrator seeks to make a machine or 

network resource unavailable to its intended users by temporarily or 

indefinitely disrupting services of a host connected to the Internet. 

21)  SRS Software Requirements 

Specification 

is a description of a software system to be developed It lays out 

functional and non-functional requirements, and may include a set of 

use cases that describe user interactions that the software must 

provide. 

2.2. Theoretical and Technical Foundation 

 

While most research on XSS defense has focused on techniques for securing existing 

applications and re-architecting browser mechanisms, sanitization remains the industry-

standard defense mechanism. By streamlining and automating XSS sanitization, web 

application frameworks stand in a good position to stop XSS but have received little 

research attention. In order to drive research on web frameworks, the systematically study 

the security of the XSS sanitization abstractions frameworks provide. Can be develop a 

Security model of the web Application and characterize the challenges of XSS, SQL 

Injection, Broken Authentication sanitization, [22], Based on the model, the systematical 
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 in 4 major used web frameworks. It find that frameworks often do not address critical. 

perform an empirical analysis of develop web applications to extract the requirements of 

sanitization primitives from the perspective of real-world applications. Our study shows 

that there is a wide weakness between the abstractions provided by frameworks and the 

requirements of applications. 
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3.1. Literature Review 
 

Previous studies was talking about SQL injection, researchers was reached for these  paper, 

so , can be implementing four vulnerabilities of web application i.e., SQLI, CSRF, XSS 

and Broken Authentication and session management to find out  the prevention strategies 

over existing web application, [12], to address the problem, so, can be present an extensive 

review of the different types of SQL injection attacks known to date. For each type of 

attack,  provide descriptions and examples of how attacks of that type could be performed. 

can be  present and analyze existing detection and prevention techniques against SQL 

injection attacks. For each technique, can be discuss its strengths and weaknesses in 

addressing the entire range of SQL injection attacks. [13], in these paper discusses all those 

types of techniques those are widely used by the hackers to cause a SQL injection, [14], in 

this research, I had surveyed existing techniques against SQL injection attacks and 

analyzed the advantages and disadvantages. In addition, I identified techniques for building 

secure systems and applied them to my applications and database system, and illustrated 

how they were performed and the effect of them, [15]. 

Can be make a search for previous studies on XSS Cross Site Script,  provide an approach 

to address these security risks by using proven security library known as Enterprise 

Security API from open web Application Security project. also provide an assessment of 

the approach against the existing way of handling cross site scripting vulnerabilities. [17], 

and propose a novel feature extraction algorithm to extract basic and context features from 

the source code of web applications. the approach uses these features to build various 

machine-learning models for predicting context-sensitive Cross- Site Scripting (XSS) 

security vulnerabilities. Experimental results show that the proposed features based 

prediction models can discriminate vulnerable code from non-vulnerable code at a very 

low false rate, [18], elaborate on these attacks by presenting concrete examples of poorly 

written PHP code and constructing attack vectors to bypass the XSS Auditor. To defend 

against the identified attacks, we provide proper code writing rules for developers, in order 

to build secure web applications. Additionally, managed to patch the XSS Auditor, so that 

it can detect identified XSS attacks, [19]. 

Studies management Session or break authentication found search is developing an 

application that has four weaknesses can be implementing four vulnerabilities of web 

application i.e., SQLI, CSRF, XSS and Broken Authentication and session management to 
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find out prevention strategies over existing web application. The main objective create a 

web application that provide security when user is login and while user is logged on. Web 

application must be secured from the attacks that are listed above and show how these 

attacks are used to compromise user identity and credentials.  

So the study proposing a framework for building secure and anti-theft web applications 

that must be secure from above listed attacks by improving existing prevention techniques, 

[20]. Present details review on various types of Cross Site Scripting Attack, and Broken 

Authentication and Session Management Attacks. Also explain Detection and Prevention 

of Cross Site Scripting Attack and Broken Authentication and Session Management 

Attacks. [21].  Because of several vulnerabilities in software products and high amount of 

damage caused by them, software developers are enforced to produce more secure systems. 

Software grows up through its life cycle, so software development methodologies should 

pay special attention to security aspects of the product, [24] The technological 

advancements of Web-based systems and the shift to iterative and evolutionary 

development processes have given rise to the idea of agile security testing, where the 

principles and practices of agile testing are applied to the domain of security testing, [23]. 

Laravel helps secure web applications to protect applications from the three vulnerabilities 

using a technique called "ORM" based on "Eloquent", which filters the data before 

entering the database. It also works on filtering data when exiting the database, such as 

stripping data from commands In addition, HTML is also used to extract data within 

database fields from Java scripts. Thus, when there is a script or HTML commands inside 

the database, it is extracted as an exporter code and not executed on the user's browsers. 

"ORM" Data is there previously inadvertently accepted and stored for database parameters. 

In addition, larval framework uses the "CSRF TOKEN " technology, which in turn stores 

the MD5 code for each user, which is run by a cycle. There are no two users using the 

same token when two users are using each one. An order claiming to update token and a 

new token is sent to the original user. describes the three basic types of software 

development lifecycle models, from the sequential models via incremental models to 

evolutionary models. The iterative development method is also discussed, and we also 

elaborate the connection of development lifecycle models to two emerging fields in 

software engineering: software architecture and component-based software development. 

[29], Usability-Software Development Life Cycle model (U-SDLC) introducing usability 

development tasks and activities to be followed during the SDLC. This paper provides a 
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set of activities/best practices for all stakeholders involved in the planning, architecting, 

coding, testing and maintaining software applications. Presents study comparative with 

study done on existing SDLC model and concludes that the present models are not 

adequately focusing usability issues while building effective, usable software products and 

proves with statistical results that the proposed new SDLC model is capable of building 

usable application. [30], then provides comparative study of all the SDLC models and 

other hybrid methodologies of software development.  

All advantages and disadvantages of the existing model and limitation describe best uses of 

these models according to the situation. The Study described both contemporary models 

and traditional models which includes Sprial Model, Incremental Model, Spiral Model and 

V-Shaped Models are traditional models and Rapid Application Development Model, 

Agile software development comes under the contemporary models category. [31], It 

present information about existing processes, standards, life cycle models, frameworks, 

and methodologies that support or could support secure software development. Includes 

software engineering process group (SEPG) members, software developers, and managers. 

Seeing information about existing software development life cycle (SDLC) processes that 

address security. The target audience for the document includes program and project 

managers, developers, and all individuals supporting improved security in developed 

software. It is also relevant to software engineering process group (SEPG) members who 

want to integrate security into standard software development processes, [32]. 

Injection is a technique used by hackers in the process of entering unwanted data, 

depending on the weaknesses within the web application through the lack of filtering data 

during the process of entering the database [3][6]. 
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"XSS" is a weakness, insert HTML or JavaScript to the URL of the hyperlink and send 

the link to users, which in turn displays unwanted data to the future of the hyperlink, 

which can also display a script on the browser to stop the browser from Action or racist 

ads are not desirable for users [7] 

 

 

 

Broken authentication:  users that give Hacker the possibility of breaking the session by 

detecting access data to the account or breaking cookie data that contain weak encryption, 

the programming languages give many cryptographic functions that can be used to make 

encryption functions consisting of more than a built-in encryption algorithm Programming 

languages [3] 

Figure (3.2): Cross-site Scripting 

Figure (3.1): Sql Injection 
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Figure (3.4): Distribution of the most common weaknesses 

 

  

Figure (3.3) : Broken authentication and session management 
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4.1. Software Development Life Cycle 

 
A model or approach used in the software industry process, designing, developing, 

maintaining, documenting and testing software at multiple levels to ensure the quality, 

usability, and efficiency of the software development process and examines the time and 

cost estimates for software production. SDLC is a framework defining tasks performed at 

each step in the software development process, ISO/IEC 12207 is an international standard 

for software life-cycle processes. process of software development that leads in every step 

to the completion of an important stage in the process of design, and development consists 

of a set of steps to start the process, and planning, ends the process of examination, and 

maintenance after the deployment of software, that is standard used in the process of 

software development, where software is divided into several levels at the completion of 

each level Moves to the next level. [26] 

 

 
Figure (4.1): Process of Software Development Life Cycle 

 

Stage 1: Planning and Requirement Analysis 

The stage of collecting information from customers to know what is required of the 

currency software and its objective is done by members of a team of software developers 

who have the ability to understand the needs of customers and how to develop the software 

required by customers to ensure quality and identify the risks expected after the current and 

future market study. 

 

Stage 2: Defining Requirements 

After the analysis and planning process is complete requirements are transferred to 

customers to clearly identify the requirements for approval based on the study and analysis 

in the initial step. 
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Stage 3: Designing the Product Architecture 

After defining the requirements, the basic requirements are documented as a document, 

based on the document SRS, the software is designed where the product format is given 

 

Stage 4: Building or Developing the Product 

Here is the actual development of the product is selected the appropriate programming 

languages like JAVA, Swift, PHP, Python, C/C++ or C# for the product and the 

construction of software using it in the case of the design stage detailed development is not 

completed without hassles 

 

Stage 5: Testing the Product 

The testing stage is one of the important stages that test the software on the basis of quality 

and achieve all the requirements as desired by the client. In case there is a defect, 

 

Stage 6: Deployment in the Market and Maintenance 

After testing and quality assurance, product is posted to the market and the product is 

advertised in the same market as interested users after ensuring user satisfaction. Actual 

user opinions are included to attract all users in the market. 

 

4.2.  SDLC Models 

here are various software development life cycle models defined and designed which are 

followed during the software development process. These models are also referred to as 

Software Development Process Models". Each process model follows a Series of steps 

unique to its type to ensure success in the process of software development. [28] 

4.3. Waterfall Model 

In "The Waterfall" approach, the whole process of software development is divided into 

separate phases. In this Waterfall model, typically, the outcome of one phase acts as the 

input for the next phase sequentially. [29] 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
Figure (4.1): Waterfall Model 
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4.4. Iterative Model 

Iterative process starts with a simple implementation of a subset of the software 

requirements and iteratively enhances the evolving versions until the full system is 

implemented. At each iteration, design modifications are made and new functional 

capabilities are added. The basic idea behind this method is to develop a system through 

repeated cycles (iterative) and in smaller portions at a time (incremental). [32] 

 

Figure (4.2): Iterative Model 

 
4.5. Spiral Model 

The spiral model has four phases. A software project repeatedly passes through these 

phases in iterations called Spirals. [28] 

 
Figure (4.3): Spiral Model - Design 
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4.6. V-Model 

Under the V-Model, the corresponding testing phase of the development phase is planned 

in parallel. So, there are Verification phases on one side of the „V‟ and Validation phases 

on the other side. The Coding Phase joins the two sides of the V-Model. The following 

illustration depicts the different phases in a V-Model of the SDLC. [26] 

 

Figure (4.4): V-Model - Design 

 
4.7. Big Bang Model 

The Big Bang model The focus here is on all resources in software development with little 

planning, analysis and understanding of customer requirements. A very typical model for a 

familiar project. It does not require a deep analysis and a very special study for small 

projects. When making adjustments, you do not need to change the software completely. 

Poorly understood are well understood in the product development stage. [31] 

 

Figure (4.5): Big Bang Model 
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4.8. Agile Model 

The model is handled very differently and the model of agility of the most used models at 

the moment where the tasks are assigned to several boxes with a specific time period for 

each task and when the completion of each task is published application to reach the final 

product collects all the tasks required by customers Where it gives satisfaction to the 

customer that the product under development every day, which sees the product more 

developed more. [23] 

 

Figure (4.6): agile model design 

 
4.9. Software development Life Cycle Models Advantages and disadvantages 

Table (4.1):  Waterfall advantages and disadvantages 

No. Waterfall Model Advantages 

 

Waterfall Model disadvantages 

1 Each phase has specific deliverables. Assumes that the requirements of a system can be 

frozen. 

2 Easy to explain to the users. Very difficult to go back to any stage after it 

finished. 

3 Structures approach. A little flexibility and adjusting scope is difficult 

and expensive. 

4 Stages are well defined. Costly and required more time, in addition to the 

detailed plan 

5 Helps to plan and schedule the project.  

6 early detection of errors/misunderstanding.  

 
Table (4.2): Iterative advantages and disadvantages 

No. Iterative Model Advantages 

 

Iterative Model disadvantages 

1 Produces business value early Requires heavy documentation. 

2 Better use of scarce resources through proper 

increment definition. 

Follows a defined set of processes. 

3 Can accommodate some change requests 

between increments. 

Defines increments based on function and feature 

dependencies. 

4 More focused on customer value than the linear 

approaches. 

Requires more customer involvement than the linear 

approaches. 
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No. Iterative Model Advantages 

 

Iterative Model disadvantages 

5 Problems can be detected earlier. Partitioning the functions and features might be 

problematic. 

 

6  Integration between iteration can be an issue if this 

is not considered during the development 

 
 

Table(4.3): V-shaped advantages and disadvantages 

No. V-shaped Model Advantages 

 

V-shaped Model disadvantages 

1 Simple and easy to use Very inflexible, like the waterfall model. 

2 Each phase has specific deliverables. Adjusting scope is difficult and expensive. 

3 Higher chance of success over the waterfall 

model due to the development of test plans 

early on during the life cycle. 

The software is developed during the 

implementation phase, so no early prototypes of the 

software are produced. 

4 Works well for where requirements are easily 

understood. 

The model doesn‟t provide a clear path for problems 

found during testing phases. 

5 Verification and validation of the product in 

early stages of product development. 

Costly and required more time, in addition to a 

detailed plan 

 
Table (4.4): Spiral advantages and disadvantages 

No. Spiral Model Advantages 

 

Spiral Model disadvantages 

1 Estimates (i.e. budget, schedule, etc.) become 

more realistic as work progressed because 

important issues are discovered earlier. 

High cost and time to reach the final product. 

2 Early involvement of developers. Needs special skills to evaluate the risks and 

assumptions. 

3 Manages risks and develops the system into 

phases. 

Highly customized limiting re-usability 

 
Table (4.5): Agile advantages and disadvantages 

No. Agile Model Advantages Agile Model disadvantages 

1 Decrease the time required to avail some 

system features. 

 

Scalability. 

2 Face to face communication and continuous 

inputs from customer representative leaves no 

space for guesswork. 

The ability and collaboration of the customer to 

express user needs. 

3 The end result is the high-quality software in 

the least possible time duration and satisfied 

customer. 

Documentation is done at later stages. 

4  Reduce the usability of components. 

5  Needs special skills for the team. 
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Table (4.6):Big band advantages and disadvantages 

No. Big band Model Advantages Big band Model disadvantages 

1 This is a very simple model Very High risk and uncertainty. 

2 Easy to manage. Not a good model for complex and object-oriented 

projects. 

3 Little or no planning required. Poor model for long and ongoing projects. 

4 Very few resources required. Can turn out to be very expensive if requirements 

are misunderstood. 

5 Gives flexibility to developers.  

6 It is a good learning aid for new comers or 

students. 

 

 

 

4.10. Secure Software Development Lifecycle 

Software development process helps developers to build safer programs and reduce the 

development cost and risk from the hacker while meeting all the requirements of the client 

taking into account the security requirements. The only way to fully protect applications is 

to develop security within applications and to take into account the coding process of what 

is the security codec for the application. The life cycle of software development when a 

part is not part of security is called “SSDLC”, many Secure SDLC models have been 

proposed. Here are a few of them:  

MS Security Development Lifecycle (MS SDL): One of the first of its kind, the MS SDL 

was proposed by Microsoft in association with the phases of a classic SDLC. NIST 800-

64: Provides security considerations within the SDLC. Standards were developed by the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology to be observed by US federal agencies. 

OWASP CLASP (Comprehensive, Lightweight Application Security Process): Simple to 

implement and based on the MS SDL. It also maps the security activities to roles in an 

organization. [31] 

 
Figure (4.7): Secure Software Development Life Cycle(S-SDLC) 
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4.11. Application Security 

The development of a very high level of security applications helps eliminate all possible 

attacks on commercial and banking web applications and their usefulness when deployed 

on the public Internet or by deploying them to Intranet, providing security within 

applications reduces risk from hackers and minimizes risk of loss of customers The value 

of the application brand, application security starts from the application development 

lifecycle to ensure a high level of security for the coding process and devices used such as 

server, database and associated network used to authenticate and delegate users. [25] 

 
Figure(4.8): Application Security 

 

4.12. Web Security Development 

 

Security weaknesses are all in the dynamic programming languages that run on the server 

side, Include languages such as, C#.net, Vb.net, PHP, Ruby, Python, JAVA, etc. … can be 

plugins to web software like Word Press, Drupal, and Magneto Security weaknesses in 

web development are usually ten security weaknesses all other weaknesses are derived 

from one of the ten core weaknesses. 

4.13. TOP Ten Web Protection 

4.13.1. Injection 

Injection, have security exploits, a code group for the structural exploitation of the input 

box, the web form for accessing resources or making changes to the data, the queries asked 

for some of the procedures implemented on the databases, usually for user authentication. 

[17] 
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4.13.2. Broken Authentication 

Authentication management and session management handle user authentication and active 

session management, authentication is a critical part of this process, but even solid 

authentication mechanisms can be undermined by faulty management functions such as 

formatting, forgetting passwords, remembering passwords, updating the account. [27] 

4.13.3. Cross Site Request, CSRF 

Counterfeit requests across the site an attack that forces the end-user to perform 

undesirable actions on a Web application that is currently being authenticated. These 

attacks specifically target state change requests rather than data theft. This type depends on 

social engineering. [21] 

4.13.4. Cross Site Script, XSS 

A type of injection, which injects malicious scripts into web applications, a user adds a 

side script to the browser and sends it to the victim user are quite widespread and occur 

anywhere a web application uses input from a user within the output it generates without 

validating or encoding it [11]. 

4.13.5. Insecure Direct Object References 

When a developer adds a reference to a specific object definition, the attacker uses the 

reference with the reference of the live objects to access other objects without permission 

unless an access control check. [18] 

4.13.6. Security Misconfiguration 

Requires a security configuration that has been defined and deployed in the application, 

frameworks, application servers, web server, databases, platform, etc. Since the default 

settings are often insecure, keeping programs up-to-date. [20] 

4.13.7. Sensitive Data Exposure 

Many Web applications and application software interfaces do not protect sensitive data 

such as financial and other, an attacker can steal and modify weak data protection for 

fraudulent identity theft. [10] 

4.13.8. Insufficient Attack Protection 

Most applications lack the basic ability to detect vulnerabilities and prevent response to all 

manual and automated attacks and attack protection and go beyond the validity of inputs 

and includes automatic detection. [11] 

4.13.9. Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities 

The components, such as libraries, frameworks, and other program units, run with the same 

privileges, if a fragile element is exploited, such an attack could facilitate the loss of 
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sensitive data or the seizure of the application server, enabling various attacks from 

execution. [4] 

4.13.10. Under protected APIs 

Modern applications often involve rich client applications and APIs, such as JavaScript in 

the browser and mobile apps, that connect to an API of some kind (SOAP/XML, 

REST/JSON, RPC, GWT, etc.). These APIs are often unprotected and contain numerous 

vulnerabilities. [27] 

 

4.14. Detect weakness functional in web applications 

In this Section taking about the first three security weaknesses, the HTML Injection is 

associated with a SQL Injection. 

1. protect web applications from hacking, steal, and sabotage. 

2. Hacker exploits the security weaknesses in web applications, in the process of 

sabotage and steal. 

3. The security weaknesses will be identified in Web applications and how they are 

detected and closed to protect Web applications. 

PHP 7 and My SQL one of the popular programming languages in the development of 

Web Software Relying on more hosting servers and databases will be displayed and prove 

data cleaning and data protection process before stored in the database and this so-called 

SQL injection. 

Management sessions or cookies Programming and work scenario explains the process of 

the meetings management or administration cookies The inclusion of random values are 

not to expect to membership of the user rather than the inclusion of fixed values such as 1 

to 1000 Encrypt passwords for users based on where MD5 has the full support of the 

management systems databases. [11]. 

Site Script Filtering through the process of data during transmission or printing Functions 

such as the use of the language of process data for data protection during the purification 

process of entering text into the form it prevents a hacker from entering values 

unacceptable or beyond the content of the field. 

4.15. Injection 

HTML Injection is usually a classic result of developers' mistakes all programming 

languages contain ways to protect this type of weaknesses, a HTML injection is exploited 

by adding HTML code to the form, HTML code is then stored in Database, with SQL 

injection HTML content is displayed as a browser. hacker can add content and display in 

the website  like "this Website Out of services" 
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An example of injections and how to exploit it from hackers. 

 
Figure (4.9): Code Unprotected of  HTML injection 

Problem: This code performs the purpose and does the required work from which it 

can send data and display data.  
The encoding type CSS was inserted in form, and the result on the browser coding 

works perfectly Through which the hacker can send the link to any person and display 

the unwanted content. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure(4.10): Code Protected 
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Figure (4.12) Result Form With Protected Code 

Solution: After adding filtering functions, the text content is ignored and displayed 

only. 

 

 
  

 
Figure (4.11): Html Injection 

Developers should use the help functions to protect users from hackers during the 

development process, the programming language contains functions that filter the 

content of the form when filling out the data. 

 

addcslashes  with Strip_tag 

 

Works on filtering data that will be stored in the database. 
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Figure (4.13): Result Form Without Protected 

In the form, the hacker can add a hyperlink and add tags from HTML and CSS and works 

as it works on a program editor and is displayed as a text from the original site, this text is 

accompanied by a hyperlink that leads to unwanted content or hacker exploits it to send a 

file to the user to hack the user to penetrate the device and diosmose its data. 

4.15.1. SQL Injection  
 

1. <?php     

2. /**   

3.  * Created by PhpStorm.   

4.  * User: mohanad   

5.  * Date: 11/21/17   

6.  * Time: 10:14 AM   

7.  */     

8. require_once 'vendor/autoload.php';     

9. $faker = Faker\Factory::create();     

10. $conn = mysqli_connect("localhost","root","","injection");     

11.      

12. $select = mysqli_select_db($conn , "injection") or die("db selection error"); 

13. $id = $_GET['id'];     

14. if (!(isset($id) and !emptyempty($id))){     

15.     echo "<h1><center>Error ID Not Found</center></h1>";     

16. }     

17. $query = mysqli_query($conn, "SELECT * FROM myTable WHERE id=".$id) 

18.  or die("<h1><center>Error Query ID Not Found</center></h1>");     

19. while($data = mysqli_fetch_assoc($query)){     

20.      

21.     echo $data ['name'] . "<br/>";     

22.     echo $data ['content'] . "<br/>";     

23.     echo $data ['phone'] . "<br/>";     

24.     echo $data ['email'] . "<br/>";     

25. }     

26. for ($i=0; $i <= 20; $i++)     

27. {     

28.     $name = $faker->name;     

29.     $email = $faker->email;     

30.     $content =  $faker->paragraph(3);     

31.     $phone = $faker->phoneNumber;     

32.     $sql = "insert into myTable (name, email, content, phone) values ('".$name."', '".$email."' , '".$content."' , '".$phone."')";  

33.     mysqli_query($conn, $sql);     
34. } 

Figure (4.14): Filtering Data to Protected Website in mySqli_fetch_accoc 
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Figure (4.15)1: Use the URL To query a database record by id 

 

 
Figure(4.16): After using the filter, you send an error message that the record does not exist 

 

Solution: After using the filter, you send an error message that the record does not exist 

This occurs using the exception handling command in the programming 

 

 
1. <?php   

2. /**  

3.  * Created by PhpStorm.  

4.  * User: mohanad  

5.  * Date: 11/21/17  

6.  * Time: 10:14 AM  

7.  */ 

8. require_once 'vendor/autoload.php';   

9. $faker = Faker\Factory::create();   

10. $conn = mysqli_connect("localhost","root","","injection");   

11. $select = mysqli_select_db($conn , "injection"); 

12. $id = $_GET['id'];   

13. $query = mysqli_query($conn, "SELECT * FROM myTable WHERE id=".$id) 

14.  or die("<h1><center>Error Query ID Not Found</center></h1>");   

15. while($data = mysqli_fetch_assoc($query)){   

16.     echo $data ['name'] . "<br/>";   

17.     echo $data ['content'] . "<br/>";   

18.     echo $data ['phone'] . "<br/>";   

19.     echo $data ['email'] . "<br/>";   

20. }   

21. for ($i=0; $i <= 20; $i++)   

22. {   

23.     $name = $faker->name;   

24.     $email = $faker->email;   

25.     $content =  $faker->paragraph(3);   

26.     $phone = $faker->phoneNumber;   

27.     $sql = "insert into myTable (name, email, content, phone) 

28. values ('".$name."', '".$email."' , '".$content."' , '".$phone."')";   

29.     mysqli_query($conn, $sql);   

30. }  

Figure(4.17): Code without Filtering Data 

Problem: Here is the programming of insert data to the database and without using 

filtering programming. 
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Figure(4.18): Check the web application after deleting filter programming 

 

Table [8,9,10,11], there are some important commands where you can test application 

security from a weakness “Injection”, for security software testing professionals 

4.15.2. Injection SQL Exploitation 
 

Table(4.7): SQL Exploitation 

Title Description  

Order By null -- To increase the speed of the queries using the 

GROUP BY clause. 

Order n By number -- To increase the speed of the queries using the 

GROUP BY clause. 

Union select null -- The UNION operator is used to combine the 

result-set of two or more SELECT statements. 

Union select  number -- The UNION operator is used to combine the 

result-set of two or more SELECT statements. 

Version () To view the release and information about DB 

Database()  

 

 We can use it exploitation to access to data in database 

Table (4.8): List Database 

SELECT schema name form information schema 

schemata 

view allows you to get information about all 

columns for all tables and views within a database 

SELECT schema name form information schema 

schemata LIMIT 1,1, 

view allows you to get information about all 

columns for all tables and views within a database 

by LIMIT from number to number  

 
Table (4.9)1: List  Users or Passwords 

SELECT user, password From mysql,user To show/list the users in a MySQL database 

SELECT user, password From mysql,user LIMIT 

1,1, 

To show/list the users in a MySQL database by 

LIMIT from number to number  

SELECT user, password From mysql,user 

WHERE user = „root‟ 

To show/list the users in a MySQL database if user 

have name root 
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Table (4.10): Load File 

„UNIONALLSELECT LOAD_FILE(„/etc/password)-- 

SELECT LOAD_FILE(Path) 

 

Or Die function 

When using a tool “Or Die” and writing content between quotation marks 

Hacker can find out if there is a weakness in the web application 

This is not recommended for writing text inside we can write “space”. 

 

 
Figure(4.19): SQL Injection test for global Web Application 

SQL Injection test for global Web Application 

 
 

 
Figure (4.20): Test the injection of a published Web application 
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4.15.3. Cross-site Scripting 
 

4.15.3.1. Types of Cross-Site Scripting 

similar in solving the HTML injection, for years, most people thought of these (Stored, 

Reflected, DOM) as three different types of XSS, but in reality, they overlap. You can 

have both Stored and Reflected DOM Based XSS. You can also have Stored and Reflected 

Non-DOM Based XSS too, but that‟s confusing, so to help clarify things, starting about 

mid 2012, the research community proposed and started using two new terms to help 

organize the types of XSS that can occur: 

4.15.3.1.2. Server XSS 
Server XSS occurs when untrusted user supplied data is included in an HTML response 

generated by the server. The source of this data could be from the request, or from a stored 

location. As such, you can have both Reflected Server XSS and Stored Server XSS. [21] 

4.15.3.1.3. Client XSS 

Client XSS occurs when untrusted user supplied data is used to update the DOM with an 

unsafe JavaScript call. A JavaScript call is considered unsafe if it can be used to introduce 

valid JavaScript into the DOM. This source of this data could be from the DOM, or it 

could have been sent by the server (via an AJAX call, or a page load) [27]. 

It executes JavaScript commands inside the form reason is to call unencrypted data, in both 

cases Post and Get, it stores Java script commands inside the database and calls them to the 

browser to appear to the user. Can be exploited by Add an order to the database that is 

automatically called once you access a page such as a pop-up “Alert” warning for 

unwanted websites or occur automatically without user intervention, “addslashes” It is 

used when entering the database “stripslashes” It is used when a process calls data from a 

database 

 
Table (4.11): XSS Cross site request forgery 

code 

addslashes() 

strip_tags() 

htmlentities() 

htmlspecialchars() 

 

Table (4.11), there are some important commands where you can test application security 

from a weakness “cross site request”, for security software testing professionals to solve it 

weaknesses we need to use when we insert data to database. 
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4.16. Broken Authentication 

 

This is a collection of multiple problems that might occur during broken authentication, but 

they don‟t all stem from the same root case. 

1. The URL might contain the session id and leak it in the referrer header to someone 

else 

2. The passwords might not be encrypted either in storage of transit 

3. The session ids might be predictable, thus gaining access is trivial. 

4. Session fixation might be possible. 

5. Session hijacking might be possible, timeouts no implemented right or using HTTP 

(no SSL), etc.… [18] 

4.17. Session Management and Cookies  

A cookie is a message given to a web browser by a web server. The browser stores the 

message in a text file. The message is then sent back to the server each time the browser 

requests a page from the server, other Names Cookies may also be called a web cookie, 

Internet cookie, browser cookie or HTTP cookie. Recommended Reading: session cookie 

and persistent cookie. [10] 

What do Web Cookies Do? 

The main purpose of a cookie is to identify users and possibly prepare customized web 

pages for them. When you enter a website using cookies, you may be asked to fill out a 

form providing such information as your name and interests. This information is packaged 

into a cookie and sent to your browser which stores it for later use. The next time you go to 

the same website, your browser will send the cookie to the server. The server can use this 

information to present you with custom pages. For example, instead of seeing a generic 

welcome page you might see a page that welcomes you by name or shows when you last 

visited the site. 

1. <?php 

2. session_start(); 

3. $SESSION['username'] = md5(uniqid(mt_rand(),true)); 

4. echo $SESSION['username']; 

5. $_SESSION = array(); // use to delete session  

6. sesstion_destroy(); // use to delete session 

7. ?> 

a start-up session to start a session for the user on the Web application 

With the md5 and unique identifier to be a safe session and random generate ID.  

 

Figure(4.21): Session management with encoding MD5 and unique ID with random id 
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Table (4.12): list of secure Session generate 

Title code Description  

$SESSION['username'] = 

md5(uniqid(mt_rand(),true)); 

more secure generate md5 code 

inside md5 random code include char and number 

and unique  

$SESSION['username'] = md5(uniqid, 

rand(100,1000)); 

Generate md5 code unique range start 100 to 1000 

$SESSION['username'] = md5(rand(100,1000)); Generate md5 code range start 100 to 1000 

$SESSION['username'] = (100,1000); Generate code start 100 to 1000 

 
Table (4.12), there are some important commands where you can test application security 

from a weakness “Session management”, for security software testing professionals 

 
<?php 
if(isset($_POST['log'])) { 

    $username = $_POST['username']; 

    $password = md5($_POST['password']); 

    $conn = mysqli_connect("localhost", "root", ""); 
    $db = mysqli_select_db("broken"); 

    $query = mysqli_query("SELECT * FROM broken WHERE name='$username' AND password='$password' "); 

  
    if (mysqli_num_rows($query) != 0) { 

  

        while ($data = mysqli_fetch_assoc($query)) { 

            if ($password == $data[$password] and $username == $data['name']) { 
  

setcookie("Main", md5(sha1(based64_encode(crypt(uniqid(mt_rand(), true))))), time() + 16315221); 

                setcookie("password", md5(sha1(based64_encode(crypt(md5($password))))), time() + 1600000); 

                setcookie("at_", md5(sha1(based64_encode(crypt(md5(rand(13565, 4154842)))))), time() + 1600000); 
                setcookie("M", md5(sha1(based64_encode(crypt(md5(rand(251545, 145454854)))))), time() + 1600000); 

                setcookie("M", md5(sha1(based64_encode(crypt(md5(rand(12544, 15498785646)))))), time() + 

1600000); 

                setcookie("username", $username, time() + 16315221); 
  

      header("Location:index.php");  

}  else { 

    echo "PASSWORD AND USERNAME NOT FOUND PLEASE TRAY AGAIN ...!"; 
} 

        } 

    } 

} 

?> 

Figure (4.22): Cookies and Session Management Code 

Programming cookies with session management with different degrees of protection to 

illustrate coding patterns and encryption phases each time where they illustrate, using MD5 

to encode session field with SHA, Base 64 and crypt md5 random numbers times and 

random number generate from 1600000. Can be generate more than it random to secure 

have sessions, with the addition of a timing to end the session.  
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 In Figure (4.22), encrypted cookies are viewed by more than one encryption tool on 

a local Web site. 

 In Figure (4.23), encrypted cookies are reviewed on the Google site. 
 

 
Figure (4.23): Generate Strong Cookies in your Website 

 

 
Figure(4.23): Cookies in Google Website 
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5.1. Conclusion  

Web systems are indispensable for the time being and the future as they form the basis for 

cloud applications, mobile applications and games applications used as their network, as 

well as web technologies that are undergoing very high and fast development. So, can be 

have seen a spread chart. And seen a chart showing the spread of Internet gaps between 

Web-based and widely distributed systems, and what are the most common gaps, the 

closing of these gaps depends heavily on developers and software engineers, as well as 

software and quality testing specialists. It is very important for developers and programmer 

working on web software development to focus on using the tools provided by 

programming languages in their programming, using proper methods and developing their 

programming methods to ensure the security of the web systems they are working on, 

verifying the effectiveness of the code and its output, and it is important for all 

professionals who check the technical quality in programming and whether it contains any 

security risks such as input verification, verification of authentication, and other 

applications, such as web browser security, which can be introduced to the person in the 

security risk of the URL fraud and entry into the Web. Development models can also work 

on security software such as a Web System Security Inspection Form and a point-of-the-

point counter that takes them into account when examining security such as validation and 

validation Check the correct routing authentication of addresses. 
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